TELESCOPING-LIP™ DOCK LEVELER
FOR THE CLIMATE CONTROLLED LOADING DOCK
**TELESCOPING-LIP™ DOCK LEVELER FEATURES**

**SAFER**
- Storing horizontally eliminates the issues associated with a vertically stored leveler
- No vertical decks or stanchions to impede forklift drivers sight lines
- Side run-off guards are not needed eliminating impacts from forklift tires, damage to product and potential injury to personnel
- Longer deck length with reduced angle minimizes impact forces that improves employee comfort and lessens whole body vibration
- Vehicle restraints are not interfered with during an end loading operation
- Interlock capable with overhead door and vehicle restraint

**EFFICIENT**
- Faster operation with the deck raised only slightly to operate the lip vs. vertical storing that requires considerable time to lower and raise the deck
- Eliminates the need for time consuming end-loading operations
- Without the need for run-off guards forklift drivers can maneuver faster and easier in and out of trailer without worry of impact
- Maximum climate control with dock door sealing tight to pit floor
- Increased amount of valuable floor space for storage and staging

**EASIER**
- Simple to understand wall mounted controls
- No locking devices to release to allow lowering
- End loading is simple and safe without interference with vehicle restraints

**STRONGER**
- By eliminating the hinged lip, historically the weakest part of the leveler, the structural life is increased significantly
- The full width rear hinge provides a smooth transition from building floor to leveler and comes with a 20-Year structural warranty
- The longer deck increases its structural strength by decreasing the angle of impact resulting in less impact force being applied
- 10-Year structural and 20-Year rear hinge warranty

---

**AN ENERGY EFFICIENT ALTERNATIVE TO VERTICAL STORING DOCK LEVELERS**

NORDOCK® TELESCLOPING-LIP™ Dock Levelers are installed in a pit behind an insulated dock door and level with the building floor. The insulated door closes to the pit floor in front of the leveler for optimum sealing and climate control. Unlike vertical storing levelers, the TELESCLOPING-LIP™ Leveler eliminates the likelihood of a moving forklift impacting the stored leveler and provides additional and valuable floor space between and in front of the dock doors.

The TELESCLOPING-LIP™ Leveler is easily operated with constant pressure push button positioning for the lip and a momentary push of a button for automatic storing. The leveler is easier and faster than vertical levelers as the deck only needs to be lifted slightly to activate the telescopic lip and eliminates the need for time consuming end-load operations.

The TELESCLOPING-LIP™ Leveler is ideal for climate controlled facilities where safety and operational efficiency is paramount.
NORDOCK® is a dedicated team of professionals with over three decades of solid performance and a common goal of providing the best possible product for value conscious customers.

We manufacture and distribute a full line of loading dock systems and equipment including dock levelers, vehicle restraints, scissor lifts, truck levelers, dock seals, and a comprehensive line of accessories. In addition, NORDOCK® has the unique capability to design and manufacture specialty engineered products for loading dock, safety and lift applications.

Because we design and build better products we back them with unequalled structural and performance guarantees.

NORDOCK® products are field tested and proven in thousands of loading dock installations across North America and in selected global markets.
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